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What are the foundations of a fabulous class?

Clarity:  As a teacher you need to know what you want to offer, and why you are

offering this information. What are you passionate about? What inspires you so

much that you want to share it with your students?

Authenticity: Be yourself, when you teach from your Core Message, your

teaching comes from your truth. This will make you more interesting and real,

and will attract your students to you.

Creativity: Create diverse classes that vary in energy and themes but ensure that

each class contains elements that are always recognizably YOU. This way your

students know what they are going to get, without any surprises.

TAKING THE

TEACHERS SEAT
Enhance your role as a teacher with this guide. It is filled with tips for you to

lead your best class - every time!
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What makes for an unsatisfactory class? 

When the teacher tries to be like or imitates another teacher. When a teacher is

not teaching from an authentic place, it is evident. There is a difference between

being inspired by someone and replicating their voice, style, ideas.

Reciting passages and quotes from books, using a stereotypical “yogic” voice, and

speaking words that do not contain any substance. Often this indicates that

teachers are not speaking from their Core Message. Instead, practice sharing your

perspective.

Burnout! Teachers do suffer from burnout and as a result, feel uninspired. Some

remedies for burnout are rest, making time for a personal yoga practice, and

continuing to study topics of interest to include in classes. Follow your passion.

Students will always have an opinion about your teaching methods. Listen, take it

in, adapt, but do not change your ways for every student that walks into your class.

Stay aligned with your core message.
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1) Introduction

Introduce yourself. Give a brief explanation of the theme for class today and some

practical advice that students may need.

2) Breath Orientation

Focus on breath and allow time to settle in and completely relax. Let go and allow

the body to soften. This moment is as important for you as it is for your students. It

brings stillness to body and mind.

3) Opening meditation

Read a poem or guide students through a meditation that relates to your theme.

4) Yinyoga positions

Choose positions that reflect your theme. Be flexible! Often there will not be enough

time to do all the positions you planned so remind yourself to be flexible and allow

changes. Tune in to the energy in the room and trust that you can roll with it!

5) Closing meditation

In a few words, reconnect once more to your theme or read/repeat something you

shared from the meditation at the beginning of class.

The structure of a Yin Yoga class 

Our Structure:

A regular class is from 30 minutes to 90 minutes. Although all classes follow a

basic structure, there is freedom for teachers to bring in their personality and style

of teaching into each session. The class structure provides many opportunities to

adapt and build each class based according to what you want to offer that day.

Note: 60 minute to 90 minute classes contain additional, more lengthy sequences,

and slower movement can occur within and between the poses. There is time for

an expanded introduction at the beginning of class, and for a longer savasana for

the closing section at the end of class.



6) Savasana

Allow time for students to rest and restore on their own. Offer blankets, dim the

lights, create an ambiance. 

7) Closing

As the class comes to an end, calmly guide everyone into an upright seated position

for a few words that again, connect to your theme.

About Savasana

Far from only receiving the benefits of meditation and rest, Savasana provides

whole body benefits. Lying on the back with arms along the sides and palms up, the

body can rest in an optimal anatomical position. This gives muscles and fascia time

to recover as opposed to rushing off the mat, turning on the phone, or sitting in

front of the computer immediately after class. Allow at least 5 min Savasana for a

shorter class, and preferably 5-10 min for a longer class
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Ground

Presence

Soften

Always guide your students through these steps.

These exact words do not need to be used all of the time, but it is the order in which

you will guide students in to a pose, every time. Find words that describe The 3

Steps so that you avoid rushing into or out of poses. In this way, a state of

mindfulness and presence emerges in the practice.

Ground: - Do you have what you need?

- Set your foundation.

- Ground down

Presence: - Is everything okay?

- Do you need to change anything? Do you need another block/ pillow to support

yourself?

- Mindfully move slowly - with presence in to the pose.

Soften: - Let go, rest, relax. 

- Sigh, exhale!

- Are you able to let go and soften a little more?

The 3 steps
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Part of guiding your students with clarity is paying attention how to enter and

exit each pose. Assure that while you are teaching the sequence, and guiding

students into and out of poses, that adequate time is given to transitions.

Conscious transitions will make the class flow smoothly. You can choose to rest

between poses and offer a counter-pose to the previous asana.

We end each pose slowly and transitions are made consciously and smoothly

with a rest or an intermediate movement that acts as a counter-movement to the

previous asana.

Be sensitive to the needs of your students and always offer modifications or

different variations of each pose. Offering modifications makes the class more

inclusive. It’s important to note that modifications are not necessarily “easier”. In

fact, modifications can be more challenging depending on the person. 

It is a privilege to guide students through a yoga class because they are trusting you

with their whole being. As a teacher, you have a responsibility to lead participants

safely. The clearer you are with your instructions the more trust your students will

have in your ability to lead and care for them.

Becoming the teacher
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Always take the time to demonstrate asana variations so that the students can

discover the variation that is right for them. Only verbal cueing is not enough.

Show how they can use pillow, blankets, bolster, block etc. to get an even better

experience of the pose.

Repeatedly remind students to listen to their bodies and breath, and urge them

to back out of poses if it becomes too intense. 

See all students - be inclusive.

Step-by-step instructions. Allow the time it takes for everyone to find their focus.

Read the room! Give general instructions without pinpointing a specific student.

Demonstrate positions. Regardless of whether or not you have had the group

before, do each pose, both with your body and with verbal instructions. 

Show the ENTIRE position with props, and then exit the position safely yourself

in order to watch the group.

Do not be afraid of the silence (it usually feels longer for you as a teacher than it

does for the student).

Speaking less towards the end of the class is a way to make space for your

students to enjoy the silence.

Provide instructions with OPEN options such as, "If you want you can…” “maybe

try this…” “Let go...” “If it feels good you can…”

Your words should always lead students to move into, remain in, and come out

of poses with care and empathy. 

Remind your students to exit poses slowly. This mean that you must instruct

students to support their back as they return to an upright position, or assist the

legs while changing positions, etc.

No matter where you are on your journey, as a new or as an experienced teacher we

want to share some tips and thoughts that may be helpful to you.
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Allow space for students to be in their truth. As the leader, you can only provide

alternatives, you cannot possibly know everything someone is struggling with,

physically, or emotionally.

Use “soft, kind" words.

Remember to use props. There should be no focus on performance.

Talk from your own experience: 

Use your expertise to guide your students into poses. Address your concern for

individual students. 

Calm and steady movement.

Example:

“I usually like a pillow or blanket here…” 

“Because of my knee issues I need to keep my leg straight here…” 

“I need to be careful with my shoulder…” 

Example:

“I’m thinking about your shoulder”

”Maybe try this pose with a blanket underneath so you can relax more…?”

Journaling Exercise:

1) How can I set a good example and provide a non-pretentious
environment for students to learn in? What will I say? How will I
lead and guide my students?

2) How can I set a good example and demonstrate Yin Yoga poses
with my own body in a way that encourages students to feel
comfortable and safe in their own bodies?



How long a Yin Yoga class is - is totally up to you but we recommend a minimum of

30 minutes. If you are doing your own thing, one or two positions can turn into a

practice. To get a harmonic flow you can use our 30 wheel and modify the time for

each segment according to your preferences.

Example 60 min

introduction, Breath Orientation, Opening Meditation (15 min) 

Yin poses, Middle poses and movement, Rest (30-35 min)

Meditation, Savasana, Closing (10-15 min)

It is important that the title and theme on your class is clear.

A theme gives both you and the student clarity. Choose an initial meditation,

optional music, yin poses, and base your dialogue entirely on the theme. This

creates consistency and cohesion in your class. At the end of class, you can finish

with a different meditation that brings the theme full circle. 

The introduction is one of the most important elements because it sets the tone for

the rest of the class. Even in a shorter class, allow time for the introduction. In

shorter classes there are fewer poses and each pose is held for less time. The opening

and closing sections of class is are essential moments that generate a sense of calm

and relaxation for students.
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Breath

Joy

Kindness (towards yourself and others)

Integrity

Foundation

An open heart

Gratitude

Love yourself

Dreams

The five elements: Fire, Water, Earth, Metal, Wood

Meridians (One or more meridians)

Chakras (One or more)

Focus on 1-2 body parts

The hips

The pelvis

Back and Mobility

Suggestions for general themes:

Meditations.

Feel free to use the meditations here in this training. Search for poems or write

them yourself. Borrow, rewrite and let yourself be inspired by quotes.

Eager to set your creativity in motion? I invite you to join the module called, Yin

Yoga, Meditation, and Creative Writing. This is a bonus module and an extension of

this Yin Yoga training to evolve your role as a teacher.

See current dates on our website: www.yogada.se

THEME - MEDITATION - MUSIC 



Research music that creates atmosphere. Listen to the songs so that you are not

surprised during the session when it suddenly takes an unexpected tangent! 

Feel free to use instrumental music for the beginning and end of the session. For

example, you can choose an instrumental song that includes an introductory and

closing meditation. This can be super enjoyable!

Listen to Yogada's Yinyoga music on Spotify, a playlist where we can share songs

with each other.

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3rXISB6QpKjcfbd3nGU3WG?

si=LKxcw74HTdaJsEk6umt7vg
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